
with Devalila Veenhof



“Good health is more than the state of not 
being ill! 

It is a radiant state of inner well-being…



Physical illnesses may be cured by medicines. 

No medicine, however, can induce that state of 
boundless energy which comes when every cell 
in the body cooperates with the mind willingly, 
joyfully, in all that it seeks to do…



Such radiant well-being comes after the mind 
has been cleared of every shadow of 
unwillingness, of fear, and of doubt; when one 
has learned to say ‘yes’ to life; and when one 
has learned to love.”

—Affirmations for Self-Healing



1.1.1.1. Learning to FocusLearning to FocusLearning to FocusLearning to Focus

with Nayaswami Jyotish

2.2.2.2. Principles of Energy and Principles of Energy and Principles of Energy and Principles of Energy and EnergizationEnergizationEnergizationEnergization

with Nayaswami Devi

3.3.3.3. Developing Intuition for Health and HealingDeveloping Intuition for Health and HealingDeveloping Intuition for Health and HealingDeveloping Intuition for Health and Healing

with Nayaswami Devi

4.4.4.4. Change Your Attitudes, Heal Your LifeChange Your Attitudes, Heal Your LifeChange Your Attitudes, Heal Your LifeChange Your Attitudes, Heal Your Life

with Nayaswami Pranaba

5.5.5.5. Affirmations for SelfAffirmations for SelfAffirmations for SelfAffirmations for Self----HealingHealingHealingHealing

with Mary Kretzmann

6.6.6.6. Yogananda'sYogananda'sYogananda'sYogananda's Healing Prayer TechniquesHealing Prayer TechniquesHealing Prayer TechniquesHealing Prayer Techniques

with Mary Kretzmann

7.7.7.7. Healing Through the ChakrasHealing Through the ChakrasHealing Through the ChakrasHealing Through the Chakras

with Nayaswami Savitri

8.8.8.8. Karma and ReincarnationKarma and ReincarnationKarma and ReincarnationKarma and Reincarnation

with Devalila Veenhof

9.9.9.9. Diet and NutritionDiet and NutritionDiet and NutritionDiet and Nutrition

with Avital Miller

10.10.10.10. Stress ManagementStress ManagementStress ManagementStress Management

with Dr. Shikha Sehdev

11.11.11.11. Healing with Sound and Music Healing with Sound and Music Healing with Sound and Music Healing with Sound and Music 

with Bhagavati and Ramesha Nani

12.12.12.12. How to Help OthersHow to Help OthersHow to Help OthersHow to Help Others

with Nayaswami Durga



�Internalizing our energy

�Tuning into higher realities

�Developing a meditation practice





�Becoming aware of subtle energy flows

�Learn to control and direct energy

�Paramhansa Yogananda’s “Energization

Exercises”





�The art of listening

�Trusting and acting on guidance

�Tools for learning the difference between 

true guidance and ego-driven guidance





�Attitudes that promote health and healing

�Techniques for shifting negative attitudes 

�Healing power of cultivating acceptance and 

gratitude for all that comes to us 





�Paramhansa Yogananda’s technique for 

“spiritualizing thought” through affirmations

�Learn sacred affirmations for drawing divine 

assistance and for overcoming and 

transcending life’s challenges





�Learn Paramhansa Yogananda’s “Divine 

Mother” prayer and how to send healing 

energy through your hands

�Increase healing prayer magnetism 

�Tune into subtle guidance through your 

prayer practices





�What are the Chakras?

�Become aware of energy in the chakras and 

how it manifests in the physical realm

�Learn exercises and techniques for clearing 

and transforming energy in the chakras 





�Karma as a unique pathway to true healing

�Gain a broader perspective on current life 

situation

�Tools and techniques to work with karma and 

transcend it





�Paramhansa Yogananda’s recommendations 

on diet and exercise

�Learn spiritual qualities of specific foods

�Create your own daily diet based on these 

teachings





�Scientific studies of the effects of stress on 

the body and mind

�Clear, simple steps you can take to release 

tension and stress

�Tips on diet, exercise, breathing exercises for 

creating an internal healing environment for 

body and mind





�Power of sound and music on our 

consciousness 

�How to use music for healing and spiritual 

upliftment

�Exercises for observing results of music 

choices – helping you choose the music for 

your highest evolution





�What it means to be a true and pure channel 

for healing energy

�Importance of giving and receiving in our 

healing journey

�Learn skills in the art of spiritual counseling 





�April 16, 2015:

Radiant Radiant Radiant Radiant Health Health Health Health PyramidPyramidPyramidPyramid with Nayaswami Mangala

�April 23, 2015:

Yoga and HealthYoga and HealthYoga and HealthYoga and Health with Tyagi Maitri

�April 30, 2015:

Karma and HealingKarma and HealingKarma and HealingKarma and Healing with Nayaswami Anandi

�May 7, 2015:

Affirmation Affirmation Affirmation Affirmation and Prayerand Prayerand Prayerand Prayer with Mary Kretzmann



Time for Questions



Enroll in Ananda Health and Healing Course


